
Pre- set:  
❏ 7 Wooden Tables/7 chairs (Los: all men should first meet at EDU to carry tables up to 

chapel) 
❏ 9 Folding tables w/bars  
❏ 1 folding table in audience 
❏ 1 table with Map (Emile’s)  
❏ Wall masks 
❏ microphone that Gary brings on 
❏ microphone in audience for Nate 
❏ Program for Rauch 
❏ Programs on audience chairs 
❏ Blankets on ground for audience (Los will get 5 from chapel; Reese will check with 

Buddhist or Muslim spaces) 
❏ Extra chairs: 2 SR & 3 SL 
❏ Map on Emile’s folding table face down/folded 
❏ Coffee cup, spoon (get from chapel) 
❏ Index cards for Rauch with all of his language 

 
 



 
 
 
Audience walking in make their way through tables. (Is there dub-esque music that is similar to 
heartbeat playing when audience enters?) 
 



Places at top of show 
 
Rauch: sitting in chair on top of center table with back to incoming audience. 
 
Gary: tends to Rauch and follows his indications for placement of props. Gary’s entrances and 
exits are cued by Chris’s words in the second round of his language 

1. Cue: “eyes”: brings coffee mug and puts mug down (stage right) 
2. Cue: “society made”: brings in spoon stirs coffee  
3. Cue: “escape”: Brings in papers (and program) and puts them down (stage left)  

 and adjusts Rauch’s tie/jacket 
4.  Brings in microphone and places gives it to Rauch 

 
Chris: in audience at table speaking while audience is arriving. Chris speaks language 3x through 
or when all audience members are seated.  3 men (not AE members) under table (these guys 
need to be chosen).  Chris ends language which is Rauch’s cue to start.  
 
All other Performers: sitting at folding tables (according to placement map above) throughout 
space - facing audience w/paper wall’s held up to their face. Put paper walls down on top of 
table when Rauch starts to talk. 
 
Rauch: Welcome to Our World- today’s show will be a view from the inside looking out.  My 
name is Rauch I’ll be your host. We will be hearing from a series of area experts-who have done 
extensive research and are at the forefront of today’s most pressing issues. (flip folding tables 
to Bars image, except Emile who has Map on his table. Emile will flip Banks’ table if no Banks. )  

 
[Sound of TV channels switching for table transition.] white noise 
 
1st Transition:  

1. Put mask down on table when Rauch starts talking 
2. Pick up and pivot table (mask will slide off) sit back down with backs to audience 

except for PB facing forward.  
3. All chairs are moved to the left? of table.  

 
Gary: Cue: when they sit, Gary comes out to tap microphone which is Rauch’s cue to finish 
beginning monologue. 
 
Rauch: There may be times when the viewpoint being expressed may be too broad, in your 
program, you will find your own perspective adjuster. (holds up program )  
There will be suggested timeswhen you may want to use it. 
 [Sound: recorded voice (Freddy) “Please use your perspective adjuster”]  
(brings program up to face )  
Rauch watches thru program 

 
Cue: Announcement ends, PB #1 starts 
Prison Blues #1: live sound: Edmond, Prince, Choi, Emile, Reese 



Mav= beat on bucket, Edmond= pages, Prince= counting, Choi= sighs, Emile=slaps foot 
 

[Snare drum begins, PB #1 ends ] 
 
2nd Transition: 

● All except Rauch go to wooden table positions, including Chris who returns from 
the audience. Los, Choi take their chairs off stage left.  

● Emile, Prince take their chairs off stage stage right then go stand in position by 
wooden table.  

● Gary brings chair from off stage right and sits down SR 
● Reese, Edmond, Banks, Nate, Mav bring chairs from folding tables and place at 

wooden tables facing upstage.  
●  Performers face away from audience, except for those in Nate’s piece (Nate, Los, 

Chris).  
 

Nate: Los/Chris 
 

3rd Transition: 
● When  2 nd  stanza of “My Country Tis of Thee” singing starts 
● DM # 1 performers & chairs go to position- downstage right in front of table 
●   [Sound: DM#1 heartbeat starts softly] - heartbeat 1st 
● DM #1 performers take final position of sequence- head in hand elbows on knees- 

very slowly shift to sitting upright by the end of Nate’s piece] 
● At end of Nate’s piece, Chris & Los turn to face upstage 

 
DM #1 w/rhythm: Edmond, Prince, Banks, Choi, Emile, Reese  
 

4th Transition: 
● Nate flips his folding table back down and faces upstage 
● Move Map: Emile & Chris walk down center path, arrive at Emile’s table, flip top 

paper to reveal map- lift table so that map is facing towards audience and carry 
to place on Nate’s upright table 

AT THE SAME TIME 
● Rauch Stands and gestures to Nate’s table to cue Gary 
● Gary turns Rauch’s chair sideways, then returns to his wooden table and sits 
● Rauch lies in chair on left and speaks 

 
Rauch: In other news 4 more nations have chosen to intensify national borders by adding and 
deleting their connecting border, and tolling fares for all who pass through. 300,000 Canadian 
geese have been rounded up along with millions of monarch butterflies, arrested for not having 
the needed papers and credentials. These arrests are made through the use of hi-tech 
machines, each of which cost over 2 billion to design and make. The numbers are staggering 
[CUE: remove tie] with more and more crossing each day.  Cement, barb wire, brick, walls, 
walls… 
 



 
[Sound: building of walls] fade out - poem - poem 

 
5th Transition: Cue: when Rauch says “The numbers are staggering,” everyone moves 

downstage center for Human Wall. Rauch takes off his tie.  
“Cement” = cue for Human Wall to start counting. 
Rauch joins Human Wall when he finishes speaking. 

 
Los: Human Wall 
 

[ Sound: “Walls” voice of god poem added as layer, simplifies to just single building sound 
when Chris starts speaking] 
 
 
Chris: Body as Tool  

 
[ Sound: Recording of  “booing, go home, etc.” mid way through BAT.   Is there any 
background crowd sound throughout BAT? ] 
 
6th Transition: Performers not in Mav’s piece go back to positions at wooden table- 

face/sit away from audience. 
 
Should we keep some sort of audience sound (from BAT) going and fade into Star 

Spangled? 
 
  [Sound: Star Spangled Banner/heartbeat… ] 
 
7th Transition: Mav turns table and takes his place to begin.  

 
Mav: Los, Nate, Reese, Choi, Prince, Edmond 
 
Top sheet (with wall pattern) end up on the floor. 2nd sheet (with map) is ripped up and 
brought to Mav at his table. 
Chris and Emile take map table down 
 

8th Transition: Performers form 2 clumps, SR and SL, close to the tables.  
SL clump: Los, Nate, Reese, with Mav 
SR clump: Choi, Prince, Edmond, with Chris, Emile, and Gary 
Clumps stand on diagonals facing center stage, except Los, who turns away. 
 

Rauch: (rolls off table, takes chair off table, places program under table, then gets back up on 
table, pacing, tie coming off) 
 
In a similar circumstance, many nations still choose to practice rounding its quota of the men 
with the criminal gene on Sept 13 in unison to the dolphin slaughter in Taji Cove. 



(lose more composure) 
 
What is needed to get people awake! 
(anger shows, start movement around/under table) 
 

[Sound: sprayer begins] 
 
9th Transition: Edmond walks slowly to center stage 
 
[Sprayer sound drops out right as Edmond arrives at his spot] 

 
Rauch: Connect the dots! Get it! Con-nect-tion! 
World leaders have spoken of change and healing. 
But it is OBVIOUS THE HATE and mal-intent their bodies show  
 

[Sound: Recorded voice: “At this time you may choose to use your perspective adjuster”] 
 
Rauch: (now sitting under the table, grabs his program and brings to eyes) 
 
Cue: at end of Rauch’s language, Edmond starts his language  
 
Edmond: Herbicide (Reese & Choi, with Prince. Prince ends Herbicide by pushing Edmond back 
to the Silent Politics table position )  
 

[Sound: sprayer starts again after two or three body hits, sound drops out final time 
when Edmond says “Herbicide] 
 
 l ook at movement shifts in relation to sound surges 
 

10th Transition: End of Herbicide- clumps of performers in diagonal lines turn to face 
back  
 
Edmond: Silent Politics (Reese) 
 

11th Transition:  
● Performers in PB #2 get chairs and place upstage center  
● Anyone who is not in Prison Blues #2 goes back to their table, facing away from 

audience 
 
[Sound: Body clips]  
Sound (“body” clip) cues transition into standing up, bringing chairs for Prison Blues. 

Then Chris: “Lock it up, Gentlemen!” cues getting chairs in line for start of PB.  
 
Rauch:  (Brings program/adjuster down) 
 



Prison Blues #2: Nate, Los, Prince, Edmond, Mav, Reese, Choi 
 

Chairs from PB stay on stage during Nate’s piece 
 
Nate: Reese, Edmond, Mav, Prince, Los. Group piece upstage left close to the wooden tables.  
At the end of Nate’s piece, Nate is carried to his table. Mav goes to Edmond’s table. Everyone 
(except Edmond who goes to Reese’s table) back to their tables. 
 

[Sound: Recorded voice(Freddy): “At this time you may choose to use your perspective 
adjuster”] 
 
Rauch: (grabs his program and brings to eyes) 
 
Reese: (Edmond) 
 

[Sound: Radio dials, static channel changing, lands on American Funeral)  
 
 
Banks: (Choi)  
 

12th Transition:  
● Whoever has a chair turns and puts their heads down on their crossed arms at 

their  table,  
● Everyone else stay standing with back to audience. 
● Emile goes and sits at Edmond’s table taking Edmond’s place. 

 
Emile:White Lies Matter (Edmond & Mav) 

 
13thTransition: 

● Edmond stays in end (hanging) image from White Lies. 
● Rauch is still under table, looking through program 
● Everyone except Gary, bring out chairs. Gary stays SL and comes out at cue 

w/chair. 
● Once chairs are set for DM #2, Nate cues Edmond to slowly comes down and 

takes chair to position to start DM #2. 
 
Chairs brought on for DM. 
 
Rauch:  Brings program/adjuster down 
 
DM #2: with Language (Lisa Starbird in chair). Nate seated on blankets with audience, holding 
mic?  
 
What is the transition for this? 
Where does Lisa’s chair come from?  



Where are Tiersa and Freddy seated? 
 

14th Transition:  
● Prince seats himself at Rauch’s table 
● Performers leave DM chairs walk  to form upstage line shoulder to shoulder 

behind Prince, backs to audience 
 
Prince: You Don’t Know Me 
 

? 15th Transition: During Prince’s piece everyone very slowly starts walking  upstage  until 
impeded by a table wall and then stops.  
 
(Set cues for when guys start walking towards table walls) 
 
[Sound starts after or towards end of Prince’s solo: Heartbeat combined with the building wall 
sounds. Sound starts at low volume towards the end of Prince's piece and volume comes up 
once he is done speaking] - without beat 

 
END 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


